Woodings Industrial wins order to supply four new goggle valves.

Woodings Industrial recently received an order from a major Indiana based steel producer to design, engineer, and produce four goggle valves.

The valves, which will be manufactured out of the company’s Progressive Power Technology facility in Harmony, PA, are scheduled to be completed and delivered in July of this year.

Woodings will supply one 72” x 64” goggle valve and three 84” x 72” goggle valves. All the valves will be designed as fully enclosed units and will be equipped with manual drives to open and close the valves. With proper venting, the goggle plate enclosures ensure all escaping gas exits to a safe location.

"Our equipment is manufactured to the highest standards of workmanship and quality," said Rob Woodings, President. "We're proud to be able to help our customers increase the productivity and reliability of their operations while ensuring worker safety."

The Powerhouse in Hot Metals. Woodings Industrial and Munroe Inc. are global leaders in the design and manufacture of equipment and components for the metals industries. Blast furnace, BOF or EAF—wherever hot metal is produced you’ll find equipment from Woodings & Munroe operating at the highest level of productivity.